
Chapter 836 

 

Yan Plu suddenly felt a grey look in his eyes, and a moment of despair, meeting someone like Omi who 

didn’t even care about princes, he, really had no choice, he incomparably regretted inwardly why he had 

come to provoke Omi. 

 

“Hit the road, Prince Yan Plunder.” 

 

“No, give me one more chance, I beg of you, one last chance.”Yan Gou was filled with despair as he 

pleaded, perhaps feeling hopeless himself. 

 

“Fine, give me a reason to spare you, if you can come up with one, I’ll give you one more chance, never 

mind being my little brother, you only have one chance, don’t waste it.” 

 

“Me, me.”Yan Qiu suddenly remembered and said, “Captain Han Ming was sent by me to invite him 

here, now that he is dead, he will definitely be traced, if you spare me, I can block everything, you don’t 

want to go out of your life, just spare me, you won’t be disturbed by anyone, please, spare me once.” 

Omi took a deep breath and hesitated, yes, if you kill Yan Plu, you have to be prepared to go into 

exile.This was second to none, the main thing was that Omi would implicate all his relatives, including 

Liu Chenming, Xu Mei Qian’s family, Wang Xing’s family, and everything else that was connected to him. 

 

“Okay, I’ll give you one last chance, if you dare again next time.” 

 

“Thank you big brother, there will never be a next time, I swear.” 

 “Hmph, you’re on your own.”Omi turned around and walked away. 

 

Prince Yan Gou was relieved to be back alive from the Ghost Gate, and the image of Omi spiking Han 

Ming and pinching He Lin just now lingered in his mind for a long time. 

 



I believe that after this time, Yan Gou really didn’t dare to have any bad thoughts towards Omi, and 

after experiencing the duality of life and death twice on Omi, he couldn’t muster up the courage 

anymore. Remember the website ．kanshu8．net 

 

Yan Gou got up and stomped on He Lin’s headless corpse on the ground, cursing, “Grass you, causing me 

to almost die.” 

 

Omi left Yan Plu’s house. 

 

This time, it was a successful resolution, as it completely frightened Yan Pluck out of his wits and cut him 

off from harassing Omi in the future, without inviting an even greater disaster. 

 

Although Omi was now at the Unity Realm, he was still no different from a weak chicken in front of the 

Yanhuang Empire. 

 

When Omi returned home, everyone was unaware of what had happened, still busy with their own 

cultivation. 

 

Omi called Xiao Meng over. 

 

“Brother Omi, what is it?” 

 

“, you’ve already trained the God Killing Saber Technique and the Dragon Descending Sword Technique 

to the highest level, right.” 

 

“Yes, but I can’t use both in one mind, I can’t train the saber and sword together, my martial arts skills 

have reached a limit, it’s hard to make a major breakthrough.” 

 



Omi smiled, “I just had a bit of an epiphany, take a look at my sword.” 

 

Omi picked up a sword and slashed at a stone in a sudden motion to a simple stone. 

 

“Bang.”Omi didn’t use any Herculean powers, and the stone shattered into powder with a bang. 

 

“Wow, brother Omi, this blade you just made looks like a routine of the Killing God’s Blade, but it 

doesn’t feel like it.” 

 

“No, this knife of mine is the God Killing Blade Technique, but, I’ve simplified it. 

 

“ 

 

“Simplify?Brother Omi, I seem to understand what you mean.” 

 

“Oh, it’s just easy to talk to smart people, alright, then you go busy.” 

 

“Mmhmm, thank you brother TOmi.”Xiao Meng suddenly came up and kissed Omi on the cheek. 

 

“Uhm, what for.” 

 

Xiao Meng blushed and threw out her tongue, fleeing like a child, Omi smiled helplessly at this little 

brat.However, the next moment Omi suddenly felt that Xiao Meng seemed to have matured a lot more 

than before, as if she didn’t look so much like a little kid anymore, Omi suddenly realized that Xiao 

Meng’s body was much more plump and mature compared to when she was first cured of her 

illness.Omi couldn’t help but look towards Xiao Meng’s back, and it really was starting to have the charm 

of a mature girl. 



 

“Oh.”Omi shook his head and laughed. 

 

In the evening, Omi took his token and went to the palace as promised. 

 

This was Omi’s second time entering the palace, the first time when he accompanied Yan Qiang, 

entering the palace to participate in the royal feast, that time Omi saw the legendary emperor, as 

dazzling as the sun, the momentum on his body made everyone oppressed unable to breathe, that 

scene Omi still clearly remembered. 

 

Omi couldn’t help but sigh inside, and wondered if he had a chance to reach that level. 

 

The Unity Realm Grand Perfection seemed to be in the same realm as Omi, but only those who were in 

it knew how far away Omi was from the Grand Perfection now that he was in the early stages of the 

Unity Realm.This example was like, someone standing on the surface of a beach while another person 

stood on the surface of the Pacific Ocean, both of them could be said to be standing on the surface of 

the ocean, but the difference was not at all on the same level. 

 

Omi used his token and soon arrived at a certain part of the palace, outside the bedchamber where 

Empress Violet lived, the Yixin Garden. 

 

“Senior Tang, you’re here, this way please.”The maid who came to deliver the letter this afternoon was 

busy saying. 

 

Omi strode in, the moment Omi walked in, he suddenly wondered if it could be this Consort Zi, who 

intentionally tricked him into coming here and then said that he sexually assaulted her?After all, not 

everyone could enter this imperial concubine’s chambers, and Omi, as a man, was afraid that it would 

be inappropriate to go in. 

 



Thinking of this, Omi immediately raised his guard and stopped, it was better to be cautious before 

knowing the purpose of Consort Zi. 

 

“Why isn’t Senior Tang leaving?” 

 

Omi said, “I’m afraid it’s not suitable for me to enter Lady Violet Consort’s bedchamber, so I’ll go here.” 

 

“Senior Tang, how else are you going to dine with Lady Violet Concubine like this.” 

 

“If Lady Violet Consort really wants to invite me to dinner, it’s just as well to move the table to the 

door, there’s no need to go in to eat, right?” 

 

“Alright, then I’ll go in and report to Her Highness.” 

 

That maid entered the bedchamber and told what Omi had said to Empress Dowager Ziffy. 

 

Concubine Zi snorted, “This Omi, who is actually so cautious, really isn’t someone who can die so easily, 

but fortunately, I didn’t act recklessly towards him.Originally, I was planning to sue him for trespassing 

into my bedchamber with the intention of defiling me if he didn’t know better.” 

 

“Mother, what if he doesn’t come in now?” 

 

“Move the dinner table outside, I’d like to see if this Omi is really that talented that he can catch a few 

moves in my hands.” 

 

“Mother, you are a person in the early second level of the Unity Realm, no matter how genius that Omi 

is, he is only a Tang stepping into the Unity Realm, it’s good that he can catch a move from you.”That 

maid said obsequiously. 
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Omi waited outside the door for a moment before a middle-aged woman came out, looking only thirty-

five or thirty-six years old and quite beautiful in appearance. 

 

“Senior Tang, this is Empress Violet Concubine.” 

 

“Paying homage to Empress Violet Concubine.”Omi bowed slightly, his heart was a little surprised that 

Lady Violet was so young, that eighteenth prince looked like Lady Violet’s brother. 

 

It seemed that this Empress Violet was quite talented, and was still very young to reach a very strong 

realm to be able to preserve such a young appearance. 

 

“Get up, you are Omi?” 

 

“Exactly my name.” 

 

“Omi, you really are a young and promising young man, I heard that you are only twenty-one years 

old?” 

 

“Back to the Mother, yes.” 

 

“Reaching the Unity Realm at the age of twenty-one, you’re the first person to do so since the 

founding of the Yanhuang Empire.” 

 

“Your Highness is overpraised.” 



 

Empress Zifei looked at Omi, her heart was actually filled with jealousy, if her son could be as talented as 

him, how great would it be. One second to remember to read the book 

 

“Come, let’s put out the feast yet.” 

 

“Yes.”A few servants immediately set the feast out at the door. 

 

“Omi, sit down.” 

 

“Thank you, Your Ladyship, I don’t know what Your Ladyship is looking for me, Omi.”Omi asked. 

 

“Omi, you beat up my son Yan Chong and you still ask me what you want, huh, could it be that you 

forgot about this?”Lady Consort Zi suddenly turned serious. 

 

“Hahaha, Your Highness, just order what you want to say, if it’s the Hongmen Banquet, let’s not waste 

time and get straight to the point.”Omi said. 

 

“Bold.”Consort Zi slapped the table. 

 

“Dare.”Omi said without changing his face. 

 

“Omi, you assaulted my eighteenth prince, if this story reaches the Emperor’s mouth, or even the ears 

of many of my son’s supporters, you should know how powerful it is.” 

 

“Really?That I’m scared.” 

 



Lady Zifei’s brows furrowed when she saw that Omi didn’t look scared at all in his tone. 

 

“Omi, don’t blame me for not giving you a chance, I’m giving you a chance right now.” 

 

“Oh, what chance, Lady Zifei might as well tell me.” 

 

“Okay, Omi, if you are willing to become my man, I can ignore the matter of you beating my son.” 

 

“What does Empress Violet Consort mean by becoming your person?I hope that Lady Zifei will make it 

clear, so as not to create any misunderstanding.” 

 

“Oh, Omi, what do you think it means?Could it be that you don’t even mind me, an eighty year old 

granny.”Concubine Zi smiled, although she was over eighty years old, she looked thirty-five or sixteen, 

and she was beautiful, so it wasn’t impossible for her to do anything really. 

 

“Lady Zifei’s words are important.” 

 

After Empress Concubine Zi told her servants to walk away, leaving only Omi behind, Empress Zi said, 

“Omi, if you don’t dislike me as an old woman, no matter what, it’s not impossible.” 

 

“Lady Zifei, you?”Omi heard the meaning beyond the words. 

 

Gosh, Omi didn’t think that Concubine Zi had this meaning. 

 

However, it occurred to Omi that the Emperor had too many women nowadays, and she was in her 

eighties again, which still didn’t change the fact that she was in her eighties, even though her 

appearance was still ageless . 

 



As an emperor, he must have liked young women.Omi guessed that I’m afraid that this Concubine Zi, 

who hadn’t received the emperor’s presence for at least twenty or thirty years, would say such words to 

Omi. 

 

“What? You dislike this palace?” 

 

“I dare not, grass people.” 

 

“Hmph, Omi, you are very talented, I admire you very much, originally you assaulted the eighteen 

princes, I would not let you off no matter what, but I saw your genius, so I was moved to cherish my 

talent, I can’t bear to touch you.Omi, become my guard, become my Purple Consort’s man, of course, on 

the surface, you are my subordinate, but secretly, if you don’t mind, everything is fine.” 

 

Omi was frightened, oh my god, this Purple Concubine, also really dared to say it. 

 

“Mother, but you’re the emperor’s woman, you.”Omi couldn’t help but say in surprise. 

 

The emperor has long lost interest in me, and I only hear new people laughing, not old people crying.I’m 

asking you now, are you willing to be my subordinate?Don’t worry, it’s definitely ten thousand times 

better than you being Yan Qiang’s auxiliary minister.”Concubine Zi seemed to have a confident look on 

her face, as she felt that Omi would know who was more suitable to be the master between her and Yan 

Qiang as long as she wasn’t stupid. 

 

Omi smiled, “My Lady, I’m sorry.” 

 

“What? You reject me, do you really want to be Yan want’s auxiliary minister?That trash Yan Qiang is 

not as good as my son, you’re not mistaken.” 

 

“Mother misunderstood, I used to be Yan Qiang’s auxiliary minister, but that doesn’t mean I always 

have been, now Yan Qiang and I are just friends, I’m no longer anyone’s auxiliary minister, I’m sorry.” 



 

“Hahaha, Omi, are you sure you’re serious about what you’re saying?” 

 

“Seriously.” 

 

Zi Concubine was furious, she had just dared to say everything to Omi because she felt very confident 

that Omi would come to her side from Yan Qiang, she was much more powerful than Yan Qiang and Omi 

would definitely choose her, so she had just dared to say everything and seeing that Omi was highly 

talented and young and handsome, she didn’t even mind having something to do with Omi’s private life. 

 

However, the result was all her self-righteousness, or she was too naive to think. 

 

Therefore, Concubine Zi was very furious at the moment. 

 

“Lady Consort Zi, it’s fine Straw Man is taking her leave.” 

 

“Omi, did you think I would let you go?” 

 

“What? Didn’t Lady Zifei invite me to dinner?” 

 

“Hmph, Omi, whether or not this meal is a Hongmen Banquet depends on whether or not you know 

what you’re talking about, but unfortunately, you don’t know what you’re talking about, and I just 

thought that you’re bound to choose me, because you’d even choose the Yangs, not to mention me.So, I 

even told you all the private matters of my heart, you think, you know so much, I will still let you go?” 

 

Omi smiled and asked, “Lady Zifei, how do you want to leave me behind?” 

 



Omi had already detected it, there were no other strong people around here, not even in the Unity 

Realm, unless the other party was so strong that Omi couldn’t detect it. 

 

“Hmph, Omi, although you’re a genius, you’ve only just stepped into the Unity Realm, don’t forget that 

although I’m a Niang, I’m also a strong Unity Realm, and even the daughter of a certain sect master.” 

 

Omi said, “So, Niang Niang wants to leave me behind.” 

 

“Don’t you think you can’t?” 

 

“The only way to know if it works or not is to try it.” 

 

“Hmph, Omi, it’s your choice, so don’t blame me for stifling the genius.”Concubine Zifei’s face chilled. 
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Omi was very disdainful, and thought she was secretly ambushing some strong person, but she was 

trying to kill Omi with her own power.Didn’t she know that Omi had even killed the peak of the Early 

Unity Realm?So naive. 

 

“Buzz.”In the next moment, Lady Violet Concubine suddenly killed Omi with a sword. 

 

Lady Violet Concubine thought that Omi had only just stepped into the Unity Realm, and she was the 

second level of the old Early Unity Realm, so how difficult would it be to kill Omi. 

 

“Bang.”Omi lightly slapped his palm. 

 



“Ka.” 

 

“Boom.”Like a fly, Empress Zi Fei was slapped on the ground by Omi, cracking a stone slab on the 

ground, and there was a lot of blood flowing from her head, and her sword was even spilled on the 

ground in pieces, completely vulnerable. 

 

“Ah.”Lady Zifei came back to her senses and was suddenly dumbfounded, not knowing what was 

happening as if, and immediately shouted to the surroundings, “Who is plotting against me in the 

dark?Give me out.” 

 

Lady Zifei thought that someone was secretly messing with her. 

 

Omi sneered, “Lady Zifei, stop shouting, there’s no one around, it was me who just slapped you down.” 

 

“Impossible.”Concubine Zi yelled. 

 

“Oh, you can believe it or not, I’m leaving, remember, don’t mess with me again, or you may not be 

able to withstand my wrath.By the way, Prince Yanchu is a very good friend, we met at Star Ocean 

Academy, go ask around if you don’t believe me, if you dare to mess with me again, I think that Yanchu 

will be very unhappy, unless you think you have the strength to fight against Prince Yanchu.”Omi didn’t 

want to be disturbed all the time, so he simply moved out to scare Yan Plu, or else you would be 

annoyed by these flies all the time. First URL m.kanshu8.net 

 

However, the Purple Consort snorted with disdain, “So what if Yan Gou is just powerful in his own 

talent, but the mother clan has no power, do you think you can threaten me by taking Yan Gou out?” 

 

“Suit yourself.”Don turned and walked away. 

 

“Suffer death.”Suddenly, Lady Zifei sneaked up and killed. 



 

Omi didn’t turn his head back and flicked his foot back. 

 

“Bang.”Omi’s kick provoked the Purple Concubine’s face, and the huge force of the kick sent the Purple 

Concubine’s flying more than ten meters away, crashing into a stone pillar, which fell down. 

 

This time, the Purple Consort clearly saw that it was really Omi who had struck, and there was no one in 

the dark. 

 

Oh my god, Concubine Zi fell to the ground, scared silly, Omi was a realm weaker than her, but he 

completely spiked her. 

 

Omi turned back and said, “Lady Violet Concubine, thank you for tonight’s feast, I, Omi, don’t want to 

make an enemy of you, so it’s best if you don’t seek your own death, regarding anything you just said, I, 

Omi, can pretend that I didn’t hear anything and take my leave.” 

 

Omi left in a dashing manner under the gaze of Empress Dowager Zi Fei. 

 

Omi returned to his own home and had a meal with his own family, where he had just been at 

Concubine Zi, Omi didn’t even touch his chopsticks. 

 

“Tomorrow, it’s time for me to seek revenge on the Huo family.”At night, Omi lay on his bed and said 

darkly. 

 

However, Omi did not know the Huo family very well yet, and it was necessary for Omi to get to know 

those three Unity Realm ancestors of the Huo family well before acting. 

 

The next day, Omi went to look for Yan Qiang. 

 



Yan Qiang definitely knew the Huo family’s ancestors better. 

 

“Omi, what’s the matter for coming to me early in the morning.” 

 

“Yan Qiang, there is indeed something I want to ask you.” 

 

“Haha, we’re friends, why do we need to speak so eloquently, I know that 

 

Nothing is left unsaid.” 

 

“Yan肆, the Huo family has three ancestors, tell me about this three ancestors.” 

 

“Uh, what are you asking about the Huo family ancestors for.” 

 

“You know, revenge, I have a grudge against the Huo family, you know that.” 

 

“But, isn’t it too early for you to take revenge, the Huo family has three Unity Realm ancestors.” 

 

“That’s why I’ve come to ask you, if it’s appropriate, don’t hold back.” 

 

“Alright, the Huo family has three ancestors, one of them is at the second level of the mid Unity Realm, 

the remaining two are, respectively, the second level of the early Unity Realm, and the third level of the 

early Unity Realm.The mid stage second layer is called Huo Yin, and the early stage two are, Huo Shan, 

and Huo Boyan respectively.Among them, Huo Shan was a member of the Wangjing City Guards, and 

Huo Boyan was a pillar of the Yanhuang Empire.And the strongest, Huo Yin, he was the Yanhuang 

Empire Supervisor.It can be said that the three ancestors of the Huo family are not weak, otherwise how 

could they become pillars as well as overseers.”Yan Qiang said, the language seemed to be advising Omi 

not to be impulsive. 



 

Omi sipped his tea carelessly and asked, “What do you mean by a pillar of power, and a supervisory 

state?” 

 

“Oh, you probably don’t know the officials of the court of Wangjing City.” 

 

“I would like to hear more about it.” 

 

“The Yanhuang Empire’s court’s official positions are divided into: guards, pillar of power, overseer, 

protector, and cabinet.” 

 

“Uh, just these four positions?” 

 

“Yes, for those in the early stages of the Unity Realm, an escort is the lowest ranking official position, it 

can be a certain prince’s guard or an escort team.” 

 

Omi understood and smiled, “Senior Ah Sang is the guarding official position, right.” 

 

“Yes, Ah Sang is the lowest ranking guard, as are some of the other princes’ unity realm guards.” 

 

“How about a pillar?” 

 

“Those in the early stages of the Unity Realm can become pillars if they pass the test, but if they can’t 

pass the test, they’ll only be guards.” 

 

“What about a supervisor?” 

 



“A person in the middle of the Unity Realm can become a Supervisory State, and Supervisory States are 

divided into first-grade Supervisory States, second-grade Supervisory States, third-grade Supervisory 

States, and fourth-grade Supervisory States.That strongest old man of the Huo family, Huo Yin, he’s at 

the second level of the mid Unity Realm, so he’s a second-grade Supervisory State.” 

 

“Likewise, the same goes for the Protectorate, and as for the Cabinet Ministers, it’s only the strongest 

of the complete level of the Unity Realm who can enter.There aren’t many Cabinet Ministers in the 

entire Yanhuang Empire court, this is already at a very high level, second only to the Emperor.” 

 

“Alright, I don’t have any interest in these official positions, so I won’t talk to you.”Omi stood up. 

 

“Where are you going?You’re not really going after the Huo family, are you?” 

 

Omi said, “I’m not a match for the Huo family’s strongest yet, so I’ll kill the two weaker ones from the 

Huo family first.” 

 

“Assassinate?” 

 

“That’s fine, as long as the result is killed by me, I don’t care what the process is.” 

 

“Okay, Tzu-Chen, I’ll send you one of my intelligence officers, he’ll help you.” 

 

“Thanks.” 

 

Omi left the residence of the Yan Dynasty prince, and when Omi returned to his home not even half an 

hour later, the intelligence officer sent by the Yan Dynasty arrived. 

 



“Meet Senior Tang, I am the intelligence officer sent by the Forty Princes to assist you, if Senior Tang 

has any orders for me, please tell me.” 

 

“Thank you, then I’ll be most welcome.Please help me scout out when and where the Huo family’s Huo 

Shan, as well as Huo Puyan and his two men, go out.” 
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“Okay.” 

 

A day later, the intelligence man returned to report to Omi. 

 

“Senior Tang, we have news, this afternoon, Huo Shan will be heading to Skycloud City.” 

 

“Skycloud City?It’s a city around Wangjing, what’s he doing in a modern city?” 

 

“Senior Tang, according to our intelligence information, Huo Shan has a mistress in Skycloud City called 

Bai Yan, Huo Shan goes to see Bai Yan twice every month, Huo Shan is not young, but at least he is a 

man of the Unity Realm, you understand.” 

 

“What an old lecherous man, where does that Bai Yan live?” 

 

“Lives in a villa area in Tianyun City, this is her address, you just need to get here early, Huo Shan will 

definitely be there tomorrow.” 

 

“Okay, thank you guys, keep scouting Huo Paiyan for me.” 

 



“Yes.” 

 

Omi immediately left Wangjing City and headed to one of the surrounding big cities, Skycloud City. 

 

This Tianyun City was very prosperous, with a lot of traffic and tall buildings, and there was a feeling of 

travel from Wangjing City to here. Remember the URL ．kanshu8．net 

 

In fact, like Huo Shan, there were very many strong men who played with women in the surrounding 

cities, after all, people who practiced martial arts were just a hundred years old, and they were also very 

prosperous. 

 

Omi arrived at a luxurious villa, and this was where Huo Shan’s mistress lived. 

 

Omi pressed the doorbell, and a moment later, a young woman came out. 

 

“Who are you?” 

 

“Open the door.”Don said. 

 

“Yes.”The woman obeyed Omi’s words with a sudden rush of authority. 

 

Omi sat in the villa lobby, and the woman stood off to the side, looking at Omi with trepidation. 

 

“Your name is Bai Yan?” 

 

“Yes.” 



 

“How long have you been Huo Shan’s lover?” 

 

“Who is Huo Shan?” 

 

“Uh, I can’t believe you don’t know his name, so how long have you been here?” 

 

“I, I just graduated from college last June, I was studying accounting at Sky Cloud University, and on the 

day I graduated, a rich man said he wanted to take care of me, I didn’t want to, but, he forced me to 

come here.” 

 

“You’re willing and still won’t run?” 

 

“I can’t run, there are four martial arts practitioners watching me and I’ve been injected with a locator 

in my body.” 

 

“Martial Arts Practitioners?How come I didn’t see it?They’d just gone out into the neighborhood to do 

some shopping, and I’d tried to escape twice before and gotten caught back.That rich man said that I 

can leave as long as I work here for two years, and after two years, he’s also tired of playing with me and 

will go back to the university to find someone else who has been there.” 

 

Omi scolded, “Hall Huo family ancestor, actually so shameless, and thought that he really kept some 

mistress, but it turned out to be forced from the nearby university, two years and one, all these years, I 

don’t know how many have been spoiled by him.” 

 

Just then, voices came from outside. 

 

“Old Ancestor will be here this afternoon, so we’ll have another chance to ask Old Ancestor for martial 

arts advice.” 



 

“Yeah, it’s a shame that Old Ancestor only comes twice a month.” 

 

“Twice is already not bad, can’t you see that we have the old man’s guidance, and our martial arts are 

progressing far faster than the rest of the family.” 

 

“Hehe, yes, it’s great that it’s our turn for such a good job.” 

 

Four martial arts practitioners walked in from outside and saw Omi at once. 

 

“Who are you?”The dead man went on guard. 

 

“Hmph.”Omi looked at the four men, all of whom were at the inner realm, too weak for Omi. 
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sp; Omi said, “If I’m not wrong, the four of you must be the Huo family’s children.” 

 

“Yoho, you actually have some eyesight to see that we are the Huo family’s children.Who the hell are 

you, and you’re still not reporting your name.” 

 

Omi added, “The four of you, aiding and abetting the needs of the old man of the family, damn you.” 

 

“F*uck you, you know nothing.” 

 



Omi’s gaze was cold, his eyes suddenly shot out a few rays of light, while at the same time, the four men 

fell to the ground, unconscious, Omi used his mental attack to make them all brain dead. 

 

The children of the Huo family, it was true that the upper beam was not the lower beam, the ancestors 

were like that, how much better could those children at the bottom of the family be.That Huo Xiaowei in 

the beginning, if it wasn’t like this, how could he have a grudge against Omi, and there would be no 

revenge today. 

 

That woman called Bai Yan asked, “What happened to them?” 

 

“Dead.” 

 

“Ah.” 

 

“Don’t be nervous, I’ve come here specifically to kill Huo Shan, oh, the same rich man you’re talking 

about.I’m afraid you don’t know, this rich man you’re talking about is actually a very strong and 

powerful man.” 

 

“Then I can go home?” 

 

“Sure, but it needs to wait until I kill him, and by the way, what time does he usually come?” 

 

“Around two o’clock in the afternoon, sometimes later, a little earlier.” 

 

“How long did he come to meet you?” 

 

The woman blushed and said, “One afternoon.” 

 



“Not bad, the old guy is still so strong.” 

 

“No, no.” 

 

“Uh, no, that’s just not strong.” 

 

“Hmm.” 

 

“Hahaha, after all, he’s an old man, but despite being in the unity realm, his body just doesn’t want to 

be able to do it.Unfortunately, even if it doesn’t work, it doesn’t mean that the desire is gone, so he 

desires very strongly, but it doesn’t work every time, right?”Omi chuckled. 

 

The woman nodded her head, “Yes.” 

 

Omi asked, “Tell me, how he can’t.” 

 

“He, he wants, he wants seven or eight times in an afternoon, but, but every time, it’s.”The woman 

blushed and couldn’t say it, but the meaning was already clear, one wants seven or eight times, each 

time is very short chanting. 

 

“An old man is an old man, you can’t even obey an old man.” 

 

“Alright, Bai Yan, you go do your thing, I’ll be nearby.”After saying that, Omi made a flash and left the 

living room. 

 

Omi went to a nearby villa and prepared to wait here slowly until Huo Shan came and then killed him in 

one fell swoop. 



 

Around two in the afternoon, Omi sensed a powerful momentum coming slowly from afar, originally 

thinking that it was flying, only to see later that it was coming in a car, and that it was a Rolls Royce 

doing the job. 

 

The Rolls-Royce came inside that villa, and from the car came down a white-haired old man. 

 

This old man was one of the Huo family’s three great ancestors, the weakest of the three. 

 

“Bai Yan.”The old man saw the woman standing in the doorway and smiled. 

 

However, at the moment, that Bai Yan was looking around, not knowing where Omi was. 

 

“Bai Yan, what are you looking at?I’m here, so get me ready, I’ll take a shower, I’m pressed for time 

today, so start early.” 

 

“Yes.”Bai Yan didn’t dare to resist and went upstairs. 

 

Omi snorted, “What an old pervert.”Actually, although Omi scolded him as an old lecher, Omi’s heart 

was understandable, but he used coercive means, which made Omi look down on him very much. 
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Omi stopped thinking about it and flew up from the villa next door. 

 

The old man, who was about to go upstairs, suddenly felt a Unity Realm momentum rushing in and 

became alert. 



 

Omi was standing in the living room in the blink of an eye. 

 

“You, who are you?”Huo Shan asked angrily. 

 

“Hahaha, you’re Huo Shan, aren’t you.” 

 

“Hmph, I’m asking you, who are you?If you don’t answer me again, don’t blame me for being 

rude.”Huo Shan shouted at once. 

 

“Hahaha, you’re a dying man, why are you still asking so clearly?Don’t ask so clearly.” 

 

“Ridiculous, you, a person at the first level of the Early Unity Realm, dare to talk to me about life and 

death.”Huo Shan raged. 

 

Omi said, “Alright, since you’re so eager to know who I am, I’ll tell you, listen up, my name is Omi, I don’t 

know if you’ve heard of it before.” 

 

“Don Omi?Are you Tang Zixin?A mortal enemy of the Huo family?The Omi who killed a dozen of my 

Huo family’s sons?” 

 

“Yes, it seems that the ancestor has heard of my name well, that’s good, let’s save you from not 

knowing how you died.”Omi said, his eyes were cold, today, Omi must have used the Sucking God 

Method, sucking Huo Shan’s spiritual energy to improve himself. A second to remember to read the 

book 

 

When Omi killed that Han Ming a few days ago at the Yan Plu Prince’s residence, the moment his head 

fell off, Omi had already absorbed his mental energy, it was just that outsiders couldn’t see it, because 



Omi sucking someone else’s mental energy was only a matter of a few seconds or less if the other 

person was unresisting. 

 

Of course, that He Lin, Omi had also absorbed his mental energy when he pressed his palm to his head, 

and after that, he exploded his head. 

 

Today, it was hard for Huo Shan to escape this fate as well. 

 

“Ridiculous, just you.”Huo Shan’s beard was trembling with rage, but he was out to enjoy today and 

didn’t bring a weapon with him, he had to rely on weapons to display his martial arts skills, so Huo Shan 

was very depressed at the moment. 

 

“Go to hell.”Omi had little patience left and slapped at Huo Shan. 

 

“Hmph, you’re the one who dies.”Huo Shan bounced on both feet and shot towards Omi, who 

happened to be standing on the first stairway step, and he bounced down the entire staircase with a 

loud bang. 

 

Huo Shan was just an early Unity Realm second level, Omi didn’t even consider him as an opponent, Omi 

didn’t want to waste time, so a quick fight was in order. 

 

Huo Shan struck at Omi with two palms, although he didn’t have a weapon, he thought that with one 

realm higher, he could defeat him even if he was empty-handed, and even if he couldn’t, he was sure of 

saving his life. 

 

“Clash.”Huo Shan realized how naive the thought was when their palms touched, and his arm was 

suddenly rotted. 

 

“Ah.”Huo Shan let out a scream. 



 

Omi’s palm was pressed against Huo Shan’s head, and in the next blink of an eye, half of Huo Shan’s 

mental energy was sucked up by Omi, within seconds. 

 

“Bang.”Huo Shan’s head exploded, just like He Lin’s that day. 

 

Huo Shan’s headless corpse collapsed. 

 

Omi exhaled and repented inside, every time Omi used the Sucking God Method, he would repent 

inside, after all, this was an evil art. 

 

The woman called Bai Yan from upstairs came down and screamed. 

 

Omi said, “Is the hot water ready?” 

 

“Quasi, ready to serve you, you, you want me to serve you?” 

 

“Oh, are you kidding me, can’t you see I’m covered in blood?And what’s this white stuff, haha, I’ll leave 

it at that, I’m going to take a shower.By the way, all the valuable stuff in this house. 

 

You quickly go get it, take as much as you can, then, immediately run away and never mention anything 

about this place to anyone again, then go find a boyfriend and live a good life.” 

 

“Thank you, thank you senior for not killing me.” 

 

“Funny, what would I kill you for.” 

 



Omi stopped paying attention to this woman and immediately went upstairs, took a few minutes, took a 

shower, and of course, Omi slipped naked to the next villa and stole a set of clothes out.At this time, the 

woman called Bai Yan just now was driving a white sports car, leaving at fire speed, the white sports car 

was one of the Huo family’s children. 

 

Omi didn’t stop much and left the scene. 

 

The Huo family had lost an ancestor, this was a shocking event for the Huo family, the Huo family was 

probably going to change from a general-level family to a scholar-level family. 

 

Omi returned to Wangjing City. 

 

Including that day at the Yan Pluck House, when he had combined to suck the spiritual energy of three 

Unity Realm powerhouses, Omi also felt that his realm, had loosened up a bit. 

 

Omi entered the closed-door state, and about a few hours later, Omi broke through to the second level 

of the early Unity Realm. 

 

However, Omi wasn’t very excited, because breaking through to the second layer hadn’t changed much 

in terms of his fighting power, he still couldn’t beat the mid stage of the Unity Realm, and it was much 

easier to kill the peak of the initial stage. 

 

At this moment, in Wangjing City, the Huo family’s house. 

 

“The body of the Huo Mountain ancestor has been brought back.”Two Huo Family’s innate 

powerhouses were carrying a stretcher with a headless corpse on it. 

 

The other two Unity Realm strongmen of the Huo Family, Huo Boyan and Huo Yin, looked at the 

headless corpse with shocked faces, and although there was no head, they knew very well that it was 

Huo Shan. 



 

Huo Yin was an old man with all silvery white hair, he was over a hundred and fifty years old, and was 

currently holding a table with both hands, trembling slightly. 

 

The other person, Huo Puyan, she was also an old woman, but she didn’t look that old, her appearance 

was like that of an old woman around sixty years old, similar to those old ladies who danced in the 

square, but her true age, she was already over one hundred and twenty years old.At this moment, Huo 

Paiyan looked at the headless corpse and wept. 

 

“Who is it, who the hell is it.” 

 

“Old Ancestor, no traces were found at the scene of the incident, not even surveillance.” 

 

“How did Huo Shan die?Where to die?”That Huo Baiyan asked. 

 

“Old Ancestor Huo Shan died in Tianyun City, Old Ancestor Huo Shan goes there twice a month, there 

are his, women there.” 

 

“Oooh, old brother, how can you be so confused.”Huo Puyan cried. 

 

Huo Yin gritted his teeth, “Find me the real killer, I want to kill him.” 

 

“However, no clues have been found so far.”The Huo family’s patriarch said. 

 

“We have to find even if there are no clues.” 

 

Huo Boyan asked, “Who has offended our Huo Family to kill our Unity Realm powerhouse, who is so 

cruel as to put our Huo Family to death.” 



 

“Offend what person?”At that moment, the Huo family head seemed thoughtful, then said, “Speaking 

of offending people, I do recall someone, his name is Omi, it’s just that that Omi wouldn’t have the 

strength to kill the Huo Shan ancestor, he’s only in his twenties, but he was judged as an imperial talent 

last year, I don’t know if the death of the Huo Shan ancestor would have anything to do with him.” 

 

Huo Yin gritted his teeth, “Regardless of whether there is a relationship or not, any enemies that the 

Huo family has offended over the years, no matter how big or small, all of them must be found, I want to 

check them out one by one, if I don’t find that person, my Huo family will be in danger, I must find him 

before he strikes again.” 

 

“Yes, we’ll go back and list out all the Huo family’s enemies, big and small, over the past hundred 

years, and check them out one by one.” 


